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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The third East Africa Joint Learning Platform (JLP) was held from 8th to 11th November 2016 in Meru 

and Tharaka Nithi Counties, Kenya. The learning activity involved two days of field learning’s 

culminating in a conference on the third day.  59 participants were in attendance, drawn from farmer 

co-operatives, implementing partners from Uganda and Kenya, financial sector (banks and insurance 

companies) and County government who provided policy perspectives for coffee, dairy and related 

sectors.  

 

JLP is a multi-stakeholder cross-learning platform between two FDOV funded programs - Food 

Security Programme for Ethiopia and Kenya (FOSEK) and Sustainable and Secure Smallholder Systems 

(4S@Scale). Jointly these two projects planned to reach over 210,000 smallholder coffee farmers by 

supporting them to increase viability of their coffee and build their resilience, through diversification 

and installation of bio digesters. It also aims at empowering women and youth. The information 

obtained from the field visits and the conference discussions clearly demonstrated that coffee 

farming remains a viable farming business in Eastern Africa. Smallholder farmers are making profits 

which they are reinvesting as evidenced by the increase in production and incomes at cooperative 

and farmer level.  

 

Coffee prices have improved over the last two years, thereby motivating farmers to plant more 

coffee trees and replace old varieties with new varieties such as the Batian and Ruiru 11 that are 

more resistant to diseases and mature faster. Many farmers and participants however, stated that 

they were not satisfied with the coffee prices and wish to be paid better. During the conference it 

was agreed that in the short term the best strategy to address this is to improve on the quantity and 

quality of coffee.  

 

The major challenge to Kenya’s coffee sector viability is the 4 – 6 months delay in payment. This 

creates cash flow problems for farmers and their cooperatives hence hindering their ability to access 

inputs and other credit facilities. Five cooperative under the two programs have diversified into dairy 

and are now able to meet their operational costs. An example is Kabuboni FCS which has diversified 

into dairy by installing a cooling plant in it cooperative. The Cooperatives through their collaboration 

with locals saving and credit cooperatives (SACCOs) are providing inputs on credits to farmers and at 

times advances payments to the farmers. In Uganda farmers are however, paid cash on delivery and 

the coffee market is liberalized. This has indeed led to increase in production. 

 

Some farmers have installed bio digesters and they testified to have accrued many benefits such as 

saving on cost of purchasing cooking fuels,  no need to plant shade trees,  the use of bio slurry has 

resulted in reduce usage fertilizer and better health (no smoke, no bending). KBP offers cooperatives 
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credit rebates and marketing incentives for bio digesters. However many farmers whom the JLP 

interacted with are not aware of the benefits of this technology or with some that the cost of 

installation is high. With explanation of the benefits and the cost many farmers placed an order for 

installation of a bio digester at their farms. 

 

It was evident that women are accessing and controlling the benefits of coffee and dairy farming at 

household level. Some women interviewed had coffee, tea or dairy cooperative membership as was 

evident from farm visits and focus group discussions at Kabuboni FCS with the Gender Learning 

Action System (GALS) champions. However, cultural barriers are still notable in the region, and there 

is need to involve men as participants in the tool. Women leadership roles in cooperative are 

increasing, but there is need for them to be further empowered to voice their concerns and play 

their roles effectively.   

 

The youths are involved either as co-owners of family farms or as independent farmers. Four cases 

were identified where youths have opted to work on the family farm and are they reported to be 

satisfied. Their parents had played a big role by entrusting their sons and daughters with land or a 

number of coffee trees which they manage. However, the involvement of youths in the cooperatives 

remains non-existent which requires deliberate strategies and actions by the cooperatives, individual 

farmers and partners to improve the situation.  

 

From the evaluation, participants indicated that JLP is a useful learning and networking platform and 

suggested frequent exchanges in future. They indicated that this year’s JLP was well organized and 

provided a great learning experience. The cooperatives were given presentation guidelines 

beforehand, thus improving their preparedness and responsiveness to questions. The number of 

farm visits was doubled and participants were divided into small groups to enhance participation. 

Going forward, there is need for partners to use the platform to strengthen partnerships at County 

and national level and engage in lobby and advocacy.   
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1.0. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The JLP is a multi-stakeholder cross-learning platform that brings together two FDOV funded 

programs i.e Food Security Programme for Ethiopia and Kenya (FOSEK) and Sustainable and Secure 

Smallholder Systems @ Scale (4S@Scale). The shared objective of the two programs is to increase 

the incomes and resilience of small holder coffee farmers’ in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and Ethiopia 

through improved farming systems and diversification.  

 

JLP started  in 2013 and is comprised of a number of partners: Solidaridad, HIVOS, ECOM Ltd, 

Sustainable Management Services (SMS), SNV World, Kenya Biogas Program, Biogas Solutions 

Uganda Limited (BSUL), KAWACOM, Coffee Management Services (CMS), Nestle and Coffee Research 

Institute (CRI). The platform enhances cross learning between the partners and beneficiaries of the 

project to realize it targets and have a greater impacts.  Table 1 below outlines the overview of the 

JLP partner projects key features and areas of commonality. The 2014 JLP was held in Embu County, 

while 2015 was held in Muranga County. Two more events are planned for 2017 and 2018.  

 

This report summarizes the outcomes of the 3rd Joint Learning Platform (JLP) held between the 8th 

and 11th November 2016 in Meru and Tharaka Nithi Counties, Kenya. It is divided into four sections. 

The first part provides a background of the JLP, highlighting its objectives, structure and expected 

outcomes. The second part provides the key findings and lessons learned from the field visits and the 

conference. The third part wraps up with evaluation and way forward, followed by annexes.  

 

Table 1:  FOSEK and 4S@SCALE key features and areas of commonality  

4S@Scale - unique features Common areas FOSEK - unique features 
 

. Promote biogas & Bio-
slurry use  
. Scale up Gender Action 
Learning Systems (GALS) 
methodology  
. Increase access to credit 
. Present in Uganda and 
Tanzania 
Project cycle: 2013 - 2018 
 
 

. Improve viability of coffee for 
small holder farmer in east Africa 
. Diversification through diary and 
banana intercropping  
. Gender empowerment  
. Certification & market access 
. Kenya was a common country 
. Synchronized duration: 2013 -18  
Common Partners 
. Devolved Governments 
. State departments of Agriculture  

. Promote intercropping 
with beans, pigeon peas, 
sweet potatoes 
. Diet diversification & 
Nutrition  
. Increase access to research 
technologies  
. Present in Ethiopia 
. Project cycle: 2013 – 2020 
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1.1. The 2016 Joint Learning Platform (JLP) 

The 2016 JLP was attended by 59 participants drawn from its implementing partners, 19 farmer co-

operatives, the financial sector – banks,  insurance companies and the County government (Refer to 

Annex 2 for list of Participants). 

1.1.1. Learning Objectives 

The learning objectives of the JLP are: 

1) To provide a platform for experience sharing and peer review 

2) To establish an in-depth understanding of various business cases in the coffee, diary and 

biogas sector for potential scaling up and replication  

3) To strengthen partnership among the key actors involved in the two programmes and 

others stakeholders  

4) To achieve efficiency and effectiveness in the implementation of the programmes by 

sharing costs of learning and dissemination of experiences and lessons learnt  

5) To showcase the competitive advantage of the private sector partners engaging in 

socially responsible business.  

1.1.2. Expected Outcomes 

1) Draw key lessons i.e. successes and challenges from the two projects.  

2) Foster and strengthen partnership engagement between the cooperatives, county 

governments, private sector, financial institutions and research partners 

3) Better understanding of how the two projects are being implemented, and areas that need 

improvements and ways of improving them. 

1.1.3. Structure of the 2016 JLP 

The 2016 Joint Learning Platform (JLP) comprised of a two day visit to project sites of the FOSEK and 

4S@Scale projects. Day one involved a visit to Kiangua FCS, a cooperative implementing the FOSEK 

project and four farmers who are beneficiaries of the project. Day two involved a visit to Kabuboni 

FCS implementing 4S@Scale project and visits to four selected farmers who are the beneficiaries of 

the project. A half day conference was then held on the third day at Meru Slopes Hotel, where the 

participants shared their findings and recommendations.  

The 59 participants were divided into two teams which were further subdivided into subgroups. The 

learning theme for each of the subgroup was as follows; cooperative performance, coffee viability, 

farmers’ resilience, gender empowerment and youth empowerment. Each subgroup had a 

chairperson, secretary and group presenter. During the field study, participants were guided by a set 

of questions which had been pre-prepared. 
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2.0. KEY FINDINGS AND LESSONS LEARNED 

This section provides the findings, challenges, recommendations and lessons learned based on the 

five thematic areas focused on during the JLP. These were presented and discussed during the 

conference held on day three.  

2.1. Co-operatives’ Performance 

 

The JLP 2016 had representatives from 19 cooperative societies drawn from 10 Counties, providing 

an excellent opportunity for Cooperative-to-Cooperative learning platform. At present most of the 

cooperative societies are engaged in coffee bulking, pulping process, trading of coffee beans, input 

provision and training their members on Good Agricultural Practices (GAPs).  

 

Key Findings from visits to Kiangua and Kabuboni farmers’ cooperative societies 

● The cooperative’s primary responsibility is to find markets for the produce of their members. 

Kiangua only trades in coffee while Kabuboni trades in milk and Coffee. The cooperatives also 

source and supply farmers with inputs at affordable prices, carry out soil analysis from time 

to time for their members; and offer trainings on coffee management. Kiangua cooperative 

have entered into partnership with Capital Sacco and are currently providing inputs on 

credits to its members and loans at an interest rate of 5%. Such initiative have resulted in 

increased production of coffee with Kiangua FCS increasing its coffee production from 

359,967Kgs in 2014/2015 production cycle to 810,000kgs in 2015/6 as shown in graph below:  

  

  
Figure 1: Kiangua FCS annual productivity trend in Kgs   

 

● In order to increase on their incomes the cooperatives have recruited more farmers and 

encouraged the existing members to increase the acreage under coffee. 

● Some of the cooperatives visited have incorporated aspects of diversification in order to 

increase their income. For instance Kabubobi FCS has an enterprise in dairy and they have 

installed a milk cooling plant on loan through the assistance of 4S@SCALE program. The 

cooler is used to store members’ milk upon collection for resale to Meru dairy farmers co-
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operative and the rest is sold through retail market. This aspect of diversification generated 

interest among the JLP participants who were keen on understanding how the cooperative 

has managed to diversify while still maintaining its focus on coffee. The chairman of 

Kabuboni FCS, Mr Erastus Ndeke explained that the diversification has really helped them 

meet their operational costs by utilizing on the economies of scale. He also added that most 

of their members have dairy component in their farms hence the need to offer a market 

solution to their dairy enterprises as well. 

● Lower number of women and youth membership in cooperatives: - Despite the growing 

membership of women and youth in the cooperatives, cultural barriers and restrictive 

cooperative's by-laws limit this growth. For instance, for one to be a cooperative society 

member he/she should either own land or coffee trees. Most of the women and youth in the 

two counties do not own the land or the coffee trees, thereby inhibiting their membership. 

Cultural norms in this region dictate that unmarried man cannot own land neither can 

women inherit land. These cooperatives are however working to break these barriers. Table 

1 below show the growth of members of Kabuboni Co-operative 

Table 2: Table of Kabuboni FCS Membership  

Gender  2011/2012 2012/2013 2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016 

Male  474 594 602 604 623 

Female  197 232 241 263 338 

Total  671 862 843 867 961 

 

● The involvement of women in cooperative management: - Some Cooperatives have 

embraced change and have women in leadership at board and operational levels. For 

example at Kabuboni FCS there is good women representation at the management level. At 

Kiangua however, the by-laws requires that for one to be elected to the management of the 

cooperative he/she must be supplying over 1,000Kgs of coffee hence limiting many women. 

The cooperative also cited women’s engagement in household activities, which hinders their 

participation in cooperative affairs.  

Challenges  

● Coffee hawking commonly referred to as ‘side selling’ was cited as an occasional incidences 

among the farmers 

● Delay in coffee payments for 4 – 6 months: - The cooperatives noted that some of their 

members have abandoned or uprooted their coffee trees opting for other more viable 

enterprises which are mainly attributed to the delay in payments. This restricts the available 

cash for cooperatives and farmers to adequately purchase farm inputs and pay for operating 

costs that would increase production in terms of quality and quantity. Therefore, the 
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Cooperatives ended up with low quantities and quality coffee for sale; causing a spiral 

negative effect. Cooperatives like Kabuboni were not able to pay staff from coffee proceeds 

until they diversified by setting up a dairy enterprise.  

Recommendations  

● Instead of offering credit for farmers to buy required inputs on time, Kenyan coffee 

cooperatives must address the coffee payment delay. There is a lot that they can learn from 

Uganda and Ethiopia where farmers are paid on-delivery of cherry or parchment (dried wet 

mill processed coffee beans). 

● Cooperatives can increase their incomes by taking advantage of the Kenya Biogas Program 

(KBP) that offers bio-digester marketing and credit incentive schemes to Cooperatives at KES 

2,000 and KES 6,000 respectively. In addition to being a new stream of income, the bio-slurry 

produced will be good organic and affordable manure for coffee thus increasing the quantity 

of coffee produced and lower costs for farmers which will in turn translate to increased 

profits.  

● Cooperatives should facilitate the participation of women and youth in leadership. They also 

need to revise and enforce their by-laws that will facilitate women and youth involvement in 

coffee production and cooperatives membership. Cooperatives need to play a market and 

information hub role in the transfer of skills, knowledge and technologies. Strategies should 

include setting up a simple resource centre/room where farmers can access information kits, 

computers with videos/documentaries and internet services. The cooperatives and partners 

can utilize mobile phone technology in disseminating information to their members. There is 

need to   organise more local exchange visits between the cooperatives and farmers.  

● Cooperatives can identify “model” or “champion” farmers and use their farms as 

demonstration and training sites for members and the general public, at an affordable fee.  

Lessons  

Cooperative societies are vital for the growth of the coffee sector in East Africa. However, they still 

see themselves and operate as social welfare organizations and not business enterprises. There is 

need to educate and build their capacity so that they can maximize on the potential of their 

members and officials.  

  

The variance of prices paid from one cooperative to another was an indication that if cooperatives 

dedicate their time on training members on importance of producing quality and quantity, coupled 

with good and accountable governance at cooperative level it results in better prices. Farmers who 

have optimized output per tree have higher incomes and lower input costs per tree. Hence increasing 

productivity remains a big agenda for the cooperatives.  
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2.2. Coffee Viability 

Coffee like any other 

enterprise has to be viable 

for farmers to continue 

producing. In some parts of 

Kenya however, farmers 

have uprooted their coffee 

and migrated to other 

enterprises. This is 

especially evident in farms 

that are close to cities and 

towns, where agriculture 

land is being converted to 

real estate, thus being a risk 

to food and nutrition 

security. All the eight farmers visited confirmed that coffee farming is a viable business going by the 

returns they get from their coffee farming. With the proceeds from coffee farming farmers indicated 

that they have been able to undertake major investment projects which have improved their 

standards of living. All the farmers visited indicated they have plans to increase the number of coffee 

trees and productivity per tree.  

 

Findings  

The findings showed that coffee farming is viable and farmers are making good money. Table 2 

below shows income generated from coffee farming by two farmers: 

Table 3: 2015 coffee incomes of two farmers 

Description          Jasper Ireri             Rhoda Murithi  

Membership number  No. 3888 No. 1122 
No. of coffee trees  600 1000 
Total Returns in KES 300,000 400,000 
Cost of production in KES 70,000 118, 000 
Profit  230,000 282,000 

 

Majority of farmers have on average 3 acres of land. The production of coffee is still low with an 

average of 3 Kgs per tree.  Through the interventions of the two projects some farmers who applied 

what they have learnt are producing over 10kg/tree. The price for cherry in 2015/2016 varied 

depending on the quality but on average it was KES 50. In 2016, coffee prices were higher which led 

to improved incomes.  
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All sampled farmers had an increase in 2015/6 production compared to 2014/5 season see table 3 

below. They attributed the increase to the trainings received, having the right varieties and correct 

application of fertilizers. 

 

 

Table 4: Coffee productivity for some farmers in 2014/5 and 2015/6 

Name  2014/5 2015/6 Increase  

Maureen  3,000Kgs 5,000Kgs 2,000kgs  

Phyllis 1,300Kgs 1,600Kgs 300Kgs  

John Nyaga 300Kgs  800Kgs 500kgs  

Murithi 4,000Kgs  5,000Kgs  1000Kgs 

Farmers are transitioning from the old Scot Laboratories (SL) coffee varieties – SL, 28 and SL 34 

varieties that are highly susceptible to diseases, to more resistant varieties which also mature faster 

and are high yielding such as Batian and Ruiri 11. 

 

Generally majority of the coffee farmers have limited access to information on management of 

coffee crops. This has resulted in some farmers applying fertilizers more than the recommended 

rates. Disease management is still also a challenge to the farmers in the region; Fusarium is the 

dominant disease in the region with farmers and cooperative officials having no knowledge on how 

to control it. CRI representatives in the study teams gave on-site training on how to treat Fusarium.  

 

In Kenya Coffee is largely grown for export and is delivered to wet mills as cherry, while in Uganda 

farmers have an option to delivery cherry or parchment (Dried wet milled coffee beans). The price of 

parchment (value added coffee beans) is high at about 5 times that of cherry. Cooperatives in Embu 

County and the County Governments are in process of setting up a milling and process plant.  

 

It was evident that all coffee farmers practice crop diversification with a good number of them 

growing horticultural crops such as tomatoes, onions, french beans, and sugar snap peas; fruits like 

bananas, passion, tree tomatoes, pawpaws, avocados  and macadamia nuts. The farmers also keep 

dairy cows and goats, pigs, chicken and rabbits.  

Challenges and how to address them  

Coffee price fluctuations: - The price of coffee has been fluctuating sometimes going as low as KES 27 

per kilo to as high as KES 70 (50% increase or decrease) in some co-operatives. Although prices are 

dictated by the law of supply and demand, it was evident that it varied from one cooperative to the 

other and from one Country to another. While it is difficult for farmers to bargain for prices 

individually, this is possible at cooperative, union and national level with empowered farmers and 

cooperative society leaders. The Kenya government could step in and lead the process of 
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stabilization of the coffee prices, especially in view of it high potential to increase the GDP of the 

country.  

 

The long waiting period before coffee payments are made: - in most case farmers wait for about 4 to 

6 months before they are paid. This affects their daily farming operations and household budgets 

considering that they still need to tend their coffee crop. In order to address this challenge, Kenya 

needs to learn from its neighbors’. In Uganda and Ethiopia, the coffee market is liberalized and 

farmers are paid on-delivery, but this is not yet the case in Kenya. This is an opportunity for partners 

to support on-delivery payments to improve coffee viability and sustainability of coffee farming 

enterprises.  

 

The Fusarium disease is a big threat to the future of coffee in the two counties. Most farmers and 

cooperative officials were not aware of how to control the disease because they have limited access 

to extension services and research technology. The farmers need to be trained on coffee production 

i.e right planting procedure, right fertilizers to use and how to apply, importance of manure and 

correct use of pesticides.  This will reduce the incidences of pests and diseases resulting in improved 

yields. Farmers were also encouraged to have regular soil and leaf sample analysis 

 

Shortage of casual labourers during peak coffee picking seasons:- Farmers in the region experience 

labour shortages during the coffee harvesting season, as a result the cost of labour goes up from KES 

200 to KES 350 per day in addition to providing  lunch for the laborers. In order to improve viability of 

the coffee sector, all measures need to be taken to encourage more farmers to take up climate smart 

agriculture and  install biodigesters  to produce bio-slurry which is very good manure for coffee and 

cooking gas to save trees  

Lesson 

 

 

 

 

Intercropping with other food crops improves overall farm productivity and provides regular income 

as well as a good fall back income when coffee payments delay. The lump sum money farmers get 

from coffee sales is usually used to buy tangible assets such as land, buildings, home improvement, 

farm machinery and payment of school fees for their children.  

With good management a coffee tree can produce more than 10kgs of cherry. 

With use of manure or bioslurry, it is possible to get even more than 20kgs of 

cherry per tree. 

Ambrose Kirobi, CMS 
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The farmers that had a joint 

family approach had better 

coffee in terms of quality and 

quantity than those that 

were run by the wife or 

husband only. This is 

because when all family 

members are involved in 

decision making process it 

creates sense of ownership 

and unity.  

 

2.3. Resilience 

Resilience is the ability of farmers to cope with external shocks or bounce back to their original state 

after a calamity. Common shocks include impact of climate change (prolonged period of dry spells or 

too much rain), environmental degradation, disease outbreak, and drop in prices among others. JLP 

partners are promoting on-farm enterprise diversification and farmer entrepreneurship for the 

smallholder family farms to build their resilience to shocks.  

 

Findings 

The main risks that coffee farmers face in this region are fluctuating coffee prices, delayed payment 

so they have no cash to buy inputs, weather variation and diseases such as Fusarium that affects 

coffee trees. They have addressed these through diversification to spread risk, inputs on credit from 

the co-operative, borrowing to fund production and crop irrigation. The table below shows how 

Maureen and Ireri have diversified their farming activities. 

Table 4: Profile of Ireri Family’s diversified income streams 

Income source  No. of 
plants/animals 

Units  Price per unit in 
KES 

2015 estimated 
gross sales in KES 

Coffee 600 trees  5000 kgs  60 300,000 
Tea 2000 trees   240,000 
Bananas 100 plants  3 bunches 300  90,000 
Dairy  3 cows 12 months  5,000 per month   60,000 
Macadamia     20,000 
Pineapples 200 plants  2 50  20,000 
Arrow roots  400 Pieces  50  20,000 

***Mr. Ireri stated their other sources of income are quarry stone, sand and transport. 
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Most farmers are now growing the new coffee varieties – Ruiru 11 and Batian, which are more 

resistant to disease and pests and have higher yields. The CRI representatives conducted a quick mini 

training on each farm on how to treat the identified problems and promised to strengthen 

partnership to ensure all farmers aware of these and other solutions available.   

 

Kiangua farmers are 4C certified – Common Code for Coffee Community to enhance the quality of 

their coffee.  Majority of farmers have not had problems meeting this certification requirement. 

Initially, a few like Mr. Kaburu had a challenge of ensuring appropriate pesticide use, storage and 

disposal, but they quickly learnt and have adhered to the standards.  Kabuboni farmers are not yet 

certified but would like to get certification.  

 

Both projects have provided training, education and exposure which help farmers adopt new 

practices in their farms and now they are food secure.  4S@Scale project has promoted the use of Bio 

digesters which has resulted in utilization of biogas for clean energy and bioslurry for organic 

manure. The uptake of bio-digesters in area visited was low with one farmer out of the eight visited 

having installed one.  

Lesson 

 

 

 

 

Four of the farmers visited indicated that they had heard of bio digester but had not installed it and 

three farmers were willing to install it upon understanding of its benefits and one farmer had 

reservations over the cost. Three farmers under FOSEK had not heard about it, which is an indication 

that the programs are not learning from each other and there is need to do more sensitization. At 

the end of visits majority of the farmers and participants committed to each install a bio digester and 

start using bio slurry.  

 

 

 

 

Over the years there have been changes in the weather patterns with Tharaka County experiencing 

longer dry seasons. Other changes include increase in population, reduced forest and soil cover and 

climate change. Some farmers have responded by irrigating, mulching and intercropping with cover 

crops and shade trees.  When the rains are very heavy, soil erosion occurs and some roads become 

“A bio-digester is a mini fertilizer factory on your farm” 

Judith Libiasi, Extension Adviser, SNV World 

 

Use of bio-digester: Case of Phyllis and Moses Njeru, Kabuboni farmers cooperative  

Phyllis installed a bio digester which supplies gas to two kitchens – one to Phyllis’ 

house and another one to an outside kitchen which is shared with their daughter-in-

law. The milkman uses the biogas cooker to heat water for milking, washing milk 

utensils and cooking his food. The bio slurry is collected in a pit and used as organic 

fertilizer on the farm. 
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impassible which makes it difficult for farmers to deliver their produce to the cooperative and 

shopping centers. In the recent past, County governments have made all-weather murram access 

roads which have improved access to markets and reduced transport costs.   

Recommendations  

All farmers visited and interviewed confirmed that there is a clear business case for bio-digester 

installations as seen from the use of bio-gas and bio-slurry. In addition to reselling through 

cooperatives, the Kenya Bio-gas program has the opportunity to explore other partnerships such as 

with women groups, and like-minded local organizations. Cooperative members need to diversify to 

other crops and dairy, to allow them reap maximum profits Cooperatives only support coffee and 

therefore do not provide any access to markets or training on production of the other crops.  

 

The Coffee Research Institute needs to strengthen partnership with extension staff and livelihood 

support organizations so as to train farmers on how to spot, treat and control diseases and pests 

affecting the coffee; and new technologies that increase productivity. There exists opportunities for 

the cooperatives to partner with other actors to enhance farmer resilience. Examples include, putting 

in place a coffee rehabilitation program for members through practical training and supply of 

improved and clean planting materials, creating a knowledge hub, hiring an agronomist to train 

farmer promoters/TOTs and farmers on coffee and dairy management skills among other skills. 

 

Lessons  

Coffee is well complemented by other enterprises like dairy cattle, horticultural crops, fruits and 

macadamia nuts not just for diversification but also for intercropping that provide shade for the 

coffee resulting in increased and improved yields. When coffee prices go down, most farmers 

abandon production or do not put in as much effort as they should. The converse is true, when prices 

are good in one year, farmers increase investment in the following year. Farmers appreciate and 

understand that Ruiru 11 and Batian coffee varieties are more resistant to Coffee Berry Disease (CBD) 

and Coffee Leaf Rust (CLR) disease and are adopting them. Existing local savings and investment 

schemes, if supported well can be a good source of money for farm and family development. 
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2.4. Gender Empowerment 

Gender mainstreaming in value chains development is a strategic intervention as it improves gender 

equity in production, access and control of assets and benefits among members of a household and 

improves the position of women along the value chain.  

 

 

Findings 

Both the FOSEK and 

4S@Scale programs 

have a gender 

mainstreaming 

component. 

4S@Scale partners 

are using two gender 

mainstreaming 

strategies – Gender 

Action Learning 

systems (GALS) in 

Kenya and the Hybrid 

Household approach 

in Uganda. Solidaridad is in the process of developing a gender strategy using experiences from field 

projects and JLP lessons. 

The Gender Action Learning Systems (GALS) was successfully tested among the Kabuboni FCS 

farmers. The beneficiaries explained the process through which they developed their respective 

visions and strategies for achieving them. After 17 months of implementing their dreams, the 

lifestyles of the women have transformed for the better. Some now own chicken, piglets, cows, 

coffee trees among other enterprises and have motivated their husbands to join in. This 

notwithstanding, it was also clear that GALS tools excluded the husbands at the visualization stage; 

therefore making it difficult for the women to get their buy-in. Some men were skeptical with the 

methodology and preferred not to get involved.  

 

The cases below highlight the achievements of five (5) women in one focus group discussion at 

Kabuboni FCS.  

 

 

 

 

“GALS is not just for women, it’s an very effective household empowerment 

methodology. After the training, my wife and I developed a joint vision, mapped our 

resources and identified strategies. Now we have almost reached our targets.”  

Peter Ndambiri, SMS 
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Most coffee farms and trees are owned by the husband who also owns other business/es. In some 

cases, the man entrusts his wife to run the family farm and she is assisted by the youths in the home 

or casual laborers. In two instances, although the coffee membership accounts were in the husband’s 

name, the wives collected the money and were entirely managing the coffee farming. 

 

Some women now own coffee, tea or dairy cooperative accounts and have access and control over 

the income. For example, Maureen and her husband Ireri, own the land that he inherited from his 

parents. Ireri has entrusted his wife to manage the coffee and other farming businesses. Maureen 

owns the coffee account while Ireri owns the tea account, but they make decisions about the two 

enterprises jointly. At Murithi’s farms’, the land is owned jointly by the man and his son Kaburu, his 

wife Rhoda does not own the land, but this is through mutual consent between the man and wife. 

Gender Action Learning System (GALS):  Case of Kabuboni farmers 

Elijoy Kangai presented her story in plenary and shared her pictorial vision, gender tree and journey 

map.  At the start of the GALS training in April 2015, she only had a grass thatched house, few coffee 

trees, no chicken and no toilet.  She developed a one year vision which was divided into 4 quarterly 

plans and identified the opportunities available and challenges she was likely to face in her journey to 

achieve her vision. Results: By the end of quarter one she had chicken and added coffee trees, in quarter 

2 she bought a cow and in quarter 3 she bought iron sheets for roofing and built a toilet.  

Zipporah Wangegi: 17 months ago she did not have a cow, chicken or bank account. She was living in a 

mud house. During the GALs training she developed her vision, gender tree and journey plan. Some of 

the strategies she used were to grow maize and beans, borrowed manure from her friends and planted 

200 Ruiru 11 coffee variety. She started harvesting coffee after one year and used the proceeds to buy 

in-calf heifer that produces milk for sale and use. She now has a bank account. Initially her husband 

resisted and discouraged her that it was not possible to make money from coffee, but she persisted. 

After she started selling milk, the husband joined her and now they both work on the dairy and coffee. 

Christine Gatanaka:  planted 100 coffee trees. For the 1
st

 harvest she got KES 10,000 which she used to 

buy a heifer. It is now being milked and she sells milk  

Lucy Kagendo: She started with 50 broilers which she sold and bought a goat which has got kids. She is 

now planning to sell them and buy a cow and plant coffee 

Dorothy Kagendo: She started with 1 piglet which she reared and sold for KES 40,000. She used the 

money to buy coffee from her friends who needed money and she registered at the cooperative and 

sold her coffee. She used the balance to buy a cow which gives her 10 litres a day. Her husband owns 

and controls their coffee trees and she controls the milk income.  
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Rhoda is the account holder for tea, while her husband and son each have an account for coffee. The 

son expects to start delivering his coffee in the next harvest season. 

Men and women value farm enterprises differently based on the benefits they derive from each. See 

sample table below:  

Table 5: Sample Gender Ranking Variances 

Ranking/ 
farmer 

Ireri Family 

Maureen  Jasper   

1st Coffee Tea 
2nd Tea Coffee 
3rd Dairy Dairy  
4th Bananas Bananas 

 

The harvesting of the coffee berries is done mainly by women because they are believed to be more 

efficient as compared to men. Women farm managers also prefer women workers as they take 

instructions from other women which men in this area find hard to do. From two out of the three 

women-managed farms visited, one could deduce that since the women do not have direct access to 

the coffee money, they tend to give more time to diary project because the dairy income comes 

directly to them. The fact that women are also not coffee cooperative members, they have limited 

knowledge and skills in growing coffee which was evident from their farms which had lower yields 

compared to the ones managed by men.  In one particular farm the lady farmer seemed not to have 

any structured way of intercropping and crop diversification as everything was being grown in the 

same place at the same time.  

 

While some cooperatives now have women leaders on the board, others are yet to meet the 1/3 

gender rule provided for in Kenya’s constitution. For example, Kiangua FCS didn’t have any female 

officials on their board and the previous lady was there ten years ago in 2006.  They explained that 

according to their by-laws, for one to qualify as an official they must own land and coffee trees and 

must be delivering a minimum of 1,000kgs of coffee beans per year. Since most women do not own 

land or coffee trees they do not meet these criteria.  Other reasons cited were that women tend to 

be involved in family and farm chores, finding no time to attend meetings, deliver on assigned tasks 

and that they were comfortable being represented by the men.   

 

Challenges and recommendations 

The cooperative by-laws hinder women from becoming members let alone cooperative officials, yet 

these are the people who are working in the family coffee farms. As a result, women have limited 

knowledge in growing coffee because they do get access to the trainings offered to farmers by the 

co-operatives. Further, most of the women farmers visited and the female cooperative officials and 

staff talk during the discussions during this visit were which were mainly dominated by men, with 
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few women managing to speak. This can be attributed to the culture that continues to disadvantage 

the women as they do not have the opportunity to express themselves and realize their full potential 

and contribute to development. The cooperatives need to review their by-laws to give women equal 

and fair opportunities as the men so that they can be members as well as qualify for election to 

board and subcommittees.  

The application of the GALS methodology and tools appears to have focused on individual visioning, 

analysis and planning by the women. Yet, it is a valuable approach that can be used by men and 

youth. The application of the GALs tools need to be improved to include the husbands and youth in 

the home, so that it is more of a family tool and not the wife’s/mother’s tool. In addition, the 

program needs to employ a combination of gender mainstreaming tools e.g. adapting some aspects 

of the household approach.  

Lessons  

In a household where men, women and youth are involved in farming as family businesses, there is 

harmony and sustainable development. This was evident among the eight farmers that were visited. 

Much of the GALS Methodology’s emphasis is derived from the Women and Development (WAD) 

and Women In Development (WID) approaches and not the current Gender And Develop (GAD). In 

the former approaches, a lot is done to empower women without necessarily involving the men. 

 

2.5. Youth Empowerment 

JLP partners recognize that involvement of young people in food production and agri-business is 

essential for a healthy world food system and sustainability of farming in future generations. The 

average age of coffee farmers in Africa is 60 years and urgent action must be taken to bring youth on 

board as farmers, cooperative members and leaders to capitalize on their social and economic 

capital. Hence, during this year’s JLP youth empowerment was separated from the women 

empowerment theme. The findings are as presented in this section.  

 

Findings  

As a result of the FOSEK and 4S@Scale  youth empowerment  trainings, most parents are now willing 

to involve the youth in household decision making and in the farming business. Some families have 

gone to the extent of co-owning land with their sons even though they are not married, while others 

have allowed them to plant coffee trees on idle family land. Most youth assist in supervision of 

workers, weeding, mulching, pruning, spraying, harvesting and transportation. Other youth own 

land, coffee trees and cows.  
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Trainings on Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) and diversification have increased production and 

increased income and savings for youths. Therefore, youth now see the viability of growing coffee 

and other crops and are slowly changing their attitude towards farming. The young farmers stated 

that the County Government has not supported youth in agri-business agenda directly but some 

youths were employed in road construction and as early Childhood Education (ECD) teachers.  

 

Challenges 

Most parents are not willing to give land to youth especially the unmarried ones, which is a common 

practice in many African communities. Most of the youth do not have enough money to lease land, 

plant coffee trees and buy inputs (fertilizers and pesticides) before harvesting starts. The youth in 

farming are not appreciated by other youth who do not practice farming since they view it as a low 

profile job.  

 

Youth in Coffee: Case of James Nyaga, 35 years, Tharaka Nithi County   

James Nyaga and his wife Joyce Wambui have 2 young children aged 11 and 6 years. James grew up 

in a coffee and was educated from coffee proceeds. James and his family used to work and live in 

Kirinyaga County. In 2012 they returned to their ancestral land and planted 350 coffee trees.  

They also grow tomatoes, maize and beans and keep dairy cows in the same parcel of land. In 2014, 

they joined the 4S@Scale program and received training from promoter farmers. In 2015, they added 

450 more coffee trees using the credit facilities they obtained from Kenya Women Finance Trust.  

The coffee proceeds obtained in 2015, which amounted to KES 34,000 was used to pay their 

daughters (Emma) school fees.  There other proceeds were as follows; ¼ acre of tomatoes earned 

them approximately KES 100,000, 10 litres of milk per day where 2 litres is reserved for home 

consumption while 8 litres is sold through Kabuboni Dairy FCS earning them approximately KES 

8,960per month. Bananas earn KES 1,500 per month and are also consumed at home either as ripe 

bananas or cooked (Matoke).  

Although James is the registered cooperative member, his wife collects the money and they make 

joint decisions on how to spend it. James is responsible for obtaining market information from the 

cooperative and internet. James remarks were that if he someone offers him a good job in the city; 

he would not leave his farm. He hopes to get involved in the management of the cooperative in the 

future but for now he intends to learn the sector.  His 5 year vision is to increase the number of dairy 

cows and coffee trees, build a permanent house for his family and meet the needs of his children 

comfortably. He is looking forward to attending more training on farming. He also plans to bio 

digester very soon!  
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Recommendations 

Parents should allow their youth to co-own or inherit some coffee trees for motivation and income 

generation. They can also allow them to plant coffee trees on the family idle land. The parents should 

also involve the youth in the farm work and business decision making. This will give them ownership 

and also provide a forum to mentor and coach them into farming hence guarantee succession.  

 

The cooperatives can involve the youth by revising their membership rules to enable them to join. 

They can create employment through diversification and having volunteer programs – e.g. promoter 

farmers, secretarial and clerical work at cooperative office. The cooperatives can also consider 

offering youth free seedlings or partnering with the Kenya Youth Enterprise Fund for youth to access 

grants and loans to plant coffee on their parents’ idle land. Youth should also be included in trainings 

because they are more likely to take up the new methods compared to their parents.  

Farmers and participants suggested other strategies that can attract youth to farming such as 

conducting seminars and events targeting youth, creating local employment opportunities- local 

labor payment of KES 200 (Euro 1.8) is not attractive to educated youths, increasing coffee prices per 

Kg to KES 120 (Euro 1.1) and providing counseling and mentorship support services.  
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

Coffee farming is viable and earns substantial household income as seen in all the farms visited. 

Through the interventions of the two projects, productivity has increased and farmers are increasing 

the number of coffee trees in their farms. Farmers are also adopting new coffee varieties that are 

more resistant, mature earlier and use less herbicide. The farmers’ resilience has been enhanced 

through diversification into dairy, fruit and food crop.  

121 farmers have installed bio-digesters however; in the area visited bio digester uptake is still low. 

This needs for more sensitizations on the benefits of bio-digesters and explore use of GALS and 

women groups as uptake strategies. KBP needs to address the perception that bio-digesters are 

expensive to install.  

The invisible women in coffee are emerging through intervention of various gender mainstreaming 

approaches used by partners - GALS and Household Approaches in Kenya and Uganda respectively. 

For example at Kiangua, out of the 135 new members 71 (53%) were youth, 20 (15%) were women 

and 44 (33%) were men). From the focus group discussions with the GALS - trainees and champions, 

the application of the methodology has focused largely on women with minimal involvement of men 

and youth, yet this is a useful tool for both genders. The women empowerment team proposed that 

in future hybrid approach that focuses on the household needs to be used. Another suggestion is to 

carry out a survey of men’s perception of GALS in the study area.  

Youth are getting more involved in coffee farming as evident in Kiangua FCS one youth 

representative sitting in the board.  There is need for JLP to provide continuous learning in addition 

to the annual event. Cooperatives can organize coop2coop exchange visits to enhance knowledge 

sharing. Partners can hold regional mini-JLPs with brief training sessions, personal experience sharing 

among Cooperatives and County level advocacy and a 1 or 1 ½ day national conference is important  

The platform has generated a lot of evidence that can be used for lobby and advocate for the coffee, 

dairy and bio slurry sectors at County, national and international levels.  
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4. EVALUATION and WAY FORWARD 

At the end of the conference participants were given a chance to ask partners questions and make 

suggestions for improving the JLP. Lead partners confirmed that there is a plan to have two more 

JLPs in 2017 and 2018. Solidaridad stated that it is implementing two new projects with provision for 

joint learning platforms within the two programs that is Following The Food project and a project 

with (International Center of Insect Physiology and Ecology (ICIPE) on use of insects as animal feeds.  

 

The Kenya Biogas Program promised to reach out to cooperatives and farmers to further discuss 

installation of bio digesters. HIVOS team is reviewing the GALS methodology and the Household 

approach being used in Uganda which provides an opportunity for partners to contribute. At the end 

of the conference AgriProFocus team also carried out an evaluation to get feedback and see how to 

improve the next JLP. The pie chart below illustrates the usefulness of the JLP 2016: 

 
 

Some of their key lessons included: confirmation that coffee is still viable and can create 

employment, cooperative governance is key to farmers enjoying the fruit of their labor, 

diversification is essential for survival and sustainability, a bio digester is a good investment, 

agronomists can play a very vital role in increasing productivity and joint family farming and decision 

making is the best approach. There is room to further strengthen the existing partnerships 

 

Participants proposed that to improve the learning process in next JLP, there is need to provide a full 

day for the conference, invite more representatives from organizations, send information well in 

advance, provide more manuals and printed information and involve more stakeholders.   

 

95% of participants found the site selection provided a good learning environment. Reasons given 

included the following: Selected farmers provide good information, sites enabled the participants to 
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review project implementation and sample different types of farmers, it was possible to practically 

see various diversification strategies and they were able to see Ruiru 11 and Batian varieties doing 

well with proper management.  

 

The cooperative visit was important as the participants indicated that they understood and engaged 

them in discussion on what they can do to improve; they are the key entry points to the farmers. The 

farms had very good productivity levels for learning. 1% respondents found the farms far from the 

hotel.  

 

Participants appreciated the opportunity to attend and would like to attend future learning platforms 

as the facilitators were all experienced and orderly. It was suggested that the next JLP should visit a 

dry area like Machakos to learn how they manage the dry seasons or if possible a forum in Uganda or 

Ethiopia for more exposure. The JLP will go a long way in improving coffee sector in East Africa.  
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5. ANNEXES 

Annex 1: Program 

3rd Joint Learning Platform Program: 8th to 11th Nov, 2016 Meru Slopes Hotel 

Time Activities  Expected Outcomes 

Day 1: Tuesday 8th Nov, 2016, Travel to Meru 

11.00 – 5.00pm  Participants travel to Meru  
Participants from Nairobi depart from HIVOS office. Lunch stop over at Embu   .Arrive at Meru Slopes, Hotel  

6.30pm -7.00pm Briefing and joint dinner Brief on week’s  activities, introductions, expectations and Networking  
Formation of working groups 

Day 2: Wednesday 9
th

 Nov, 2016 - Visit Kiangua  Cooperative and  4 model farmers 

7.00am–8.00am  Joint breakfast   

8.00am –9.00am  Travel to Kiangua Co-op, Tharaka Nithi   

9.00am–10.00am Visit factory and Co-op  Discuss with Coop management how FOSEK program is being implemented outlining 
the achievements, challenges & opportunities, visit demo plot 

10.00 – 10.30am  Travel to 1
st

 and 2
nd

 Farmer – [2 NAMES]  Split into 2 groups of 20 per farm visit  

10.30am -12.00noon  Meeting with farmer 1 (Youth Empowerment) and 
2 (Resilience) and farm tour   

Participants evaluate progress achieved on based on 3 indicators: Resilience, 
empowerment and Viability 

12.00- 1.00pm Travel to 3
rd

 and 4
th

 Farmer – [2 NAMES] 
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1.00 – 1.30pm Lunch  

1.30pm – 3.00pm  Meeting with farmer 3 (Viability) and 4 (gender 
empowerment) and farm tour   

Evaluate progress achieved on Viability, Resilience & Empowerment 

3.00pm-3.40pm Travel back to Hotel  

4.00pm to 5.30pm Groups consolidate Day 1 field lessons  Concretize key findings & recommendations  

Day 3: Thursday 10
th

 Nov, 2016 - Visit Kabuboni Coop and 4 model farmers 

6.00am – 7.00am  Joint breakfast   

7.00am- 8.30am Travel to Kabuboni Coop  2 groups of 20 per farm visit 

8.30am -9.30am Visit to Co-op  Discuss with Coop management how 4S@SCALE is being implemented outlining the 
achievements, challenges & opportunities and visit the demo plot 

9.30am -10.30am Meet with GAL Champion Lead and Farmers Understand how gals methodology is being implemented 

10.30am –11.00am Travel to 1
st

 and 2
nd

 Farmer –[2 NAMES] Split into 2 groups of 20 per farm visit 

11.00am– 12.30pm  Meeting with farmer 1&2 and farm tours   Evaluate progress Achieved on Viability, Resilience & Empowerment 

12.30pm-2.00pm Travel to 3
rd

 and 4
th

 Farmer – [2 NAMES] 
Lunch enroute 

 

2.00pm-3.30pm Meeting with farmer 3  and 4 and farm tours   Participants evaluate progress achieved on based on 3 indicators: Resilience, 
empowerment and Viability  

3.30pm-4.00pm Travel Back to the Hotel  

4.00pm-5.30pm Groups consolidate field lessons for day 2 Concretize key findings & recommendations 

5.30pm – 6.00pm Prepare group presentations for the conference  

6.00pm to 7.00pm Dinner and Networking  

Day 4: Friday 11
th

 Nov, 2016 –  EA Joint Learning Conference  

7.00 – 8.00am Breakfast   

8.00 -8.30am  
 

Conference guests arrive & register  

Welcome remarks & agenda setting  Setting the scene and leveling expectations  

 Introductions  

8.30am-8.40am Overview of the Joint learning platform (JLP)   Invited guest understand JLP objectives, key results and opportunities for synergy  
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8.40am-9.00am Presentations of FOSEK program overall 
achievements and impacts and next mile stones  

Give an overview of the two programs and what they have achieved so for in regards 
to gender empowerment, resilience and viability 

9.00am-9.20am Presentations of 4S@SCALE & KBP program overall 
achievements and impacts and next mile stones 

9.20am -9.40am Presentation by County Rep  to identify synergy 
with coffee stakeholders 

 

9.40am -10.20am  Plenary session – Q&A  

10.20 – 10.40am  Refreshments break 
Group photo  

 

10.40- 11.00am TEAM A:Presentation: Sharing of lessons from the 
field and plenary discussion  
 Gender  & Youth empowerment teams 
 Resilience team  
 Viability team 

 

11.00- 11.20am  TEAM B: Sharing field lessons and plenary 
discussion  
 Gender  & Youth empowerment teams 
 Resilience team  
 Viability team  

 

11.20am -12.00am Plenary Session - Q & A  

12.00 – 12.30pm  Synthesis of 3
rd

 JLP & next steps  Key findings and lessons  

12.30 – 12.50pm  Closing remarks   

12.50 – 1.00pm Evaluation  Feedback on process, facilitation  

1.00 – 2.00pm  Lunch Networking  

2.00pm Departure  at own pleasure  
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Annex 2: List of Participants 

 

No  Name  Organisation  County  

1 Geoffrey Maina Machari a Kangungu CMS  Muranga  

2 Oren Peter Murigi  New Gatukuyu CMS  Thika  

3 Alois Muriithi Nguricha  Karithathi CMS  Embu  

4 Joseph Njiru  Gakundu CMS Embu  

5 James Kinyamu Mugambi  Kiangua CMS  Meru  

6 Peter Mwongera  Muriithi  Ntima CMS  Tharaka Nithi 

7 Kaburu Murrithi  Kiangua Hosting Farmers  Meru  

8 Jasper Gitonga  Kiangua Hosting Farmers Meru  

9 Moureen Kathu  Kiangua Hosting Farmers Meru  

10 Eustace Mugendi  Kiangua Hosting Farmers  Meru  

11 Catherine Nganga  CMS Staff  Ruiru  

12 Ambrose Kirobi  CMS Staff Ruiru  

13 David Ojwang  Solidaridad  Nairobi  

14 Wangu James  Solidaridad  Nairobi  

15 Ann Wanjiru Solidaridad  Nairobi  

16 John Mambo  KAWACOM Uganda  

17 Daniel Oryem  KAWACOM  Uganda  

18 Fatia Atugonza KAWACOM  Uganda  

19 Peter  Ndambiri  SMS  Thika  

20  John Kirimi  SMS  Tharaka Nithi  

21 Antony Ngugi  SMS  Thika  

22 Alexender Muya Kaindi  Mwatati Embu  

23 Christopher Ndungu Njaria  Muruka  Kenol  

24 Dionissia Marigu Ireri New Kirimiri Runyenjes  

25 Amos Mutahi  New Gikiaru Embu  

26 Joseph Murathi  Nembure  Embu  

27 Rose Kageni  Kabuboni Tharaka Nithi  

28 Amos Mutahi  New Gikaru Embu  

29 Simon Kinyanjui  Theta  Ruiru  

30 Brindah Chiniah  NESTLE  Nairobi  

31 Karen Ayabei  AgriProFocus  Nairobi  

32 Rahab Ngumba AgriProFocus  Nairobi  

33 Miriam Ningome AgriProFocus  Nairobi  

34 Donald Ochieng  HIVOS Nairobi  

35 Brenda Aluda  HIVOS Nairobi  

36 Humphery Lujiri  HIVOS  Nairobi  

37 Judith Libaisi SNV Nairobi  

38 Kevin Kinisu  KBP Nairobi  
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39 Timothy Mwangi  KBP  Nairobi  

40 Richard Baguma  ECOM  Nairobi  

No  Name  Organisation  County  

41 Minai JM  CRI Nairobi  

42 Njeru  ND  CRI  Nairobi  

43 Erastus Mbuba  CooperativeOfficer  Tharaka Nithi  

44 Jeremiah Gagi  Equity Bank  Meru  

45 Mr Muthike  Yetu SACCO Meru  

46 Paul K Njenga  TPR  Thika  

47 Joseph Mua Malimeu Mwetati  Cooperative Machakos  

48 Salome Wahome  KBP Nairobi  

49 Chepngetich Fancy  Sorwot  FCS  Kericho  

50  Michael M Mwaniki  Coop Dept  Tharaka Nithi 

51 Pamela Nyongesa  Kibisi FCS  Bungoma  

52 Edward Kemboi SMS   

53 James Minai  CRI Kiambu  

54 Erastus Ndeke Kea  Kabuboni FCS  Tharaka Nithi 

55 Japheth  Njabuwi  Kiangua  Meru  

56 Rhoda  Kaburu  Kiangua  Meru 

57 John K Nyaga  Kiangua  Meru 

58 Lawrence Njeru Kiangua  Meru 

59 Patrick Marete Kiangua  Meru 
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Annex 3: Group Presentation Guidelines  

 

Each sub-group was asked to prepare its presentation using headings below:   

 

1. Key findings for each of the 5 sub groups 

➢ Presentation of findings and answers to questions on the theme 

➢ Challenges identified  

➢ Lessons  

 

2. Recommendations  

✓ Business case/s for scale up  

✓ Opportunities for partnership  

✓ Suggested solutions to challenges  

✓ Policy change/s needed 

Annex 4: Guidelines for Cooperatives and Partners  

 

A. Cooperative presentation (in partnership with CMS and SMS)   

Each cooperative is requested to prepare a presentation using the guidelines below:  

 

Information on the Cooperative 

i. Number of members & active farmers with an outline on the % of men, women and youth 

ii. Increase in membership  number (male, female, youth) in last 3 years  

iii. State the trend of coffee yield and quality, farmer income  

iv. Do you have a SACCO? what are the farmer savings for last 3 years  

v. What prices did you pay farmers in 2014, 2015 and 2016 (Main seasons)? 

vi. Number of farmers specializing in coffee growing, those who diversified? What are the main 

off-farm economic activities  

vii. What climate smart agriculture practices are farmers been trained on, what is adoption rate?  

viii. What have you done to improve farmers’ resilience – diversification, access to finance etc  

ix. Do you offer extension services to  farmers? What is the costs of this services to the farmers 

x. How do you assist farmers to get inputs on credit at a negotiated price 

xi. What gender-sensitive services are women and youth receiving in the programme? 

 

What results can you attribute to the FOSEK/4S@Scale Partnership? 

i. What support did you receive in 2015/16? What are the results? 

ii. Were you able to leverage these funds from other sources?  

iii. What were your key results during this period?  
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iv. What lessons are you carrying forward to 2017/18? 

v. What challenges did you face, how did you overcome these? 

vi. What support do you need to improve farmers’ profits, resilience and empowerment?  

 

Governance Issues  

i. Number of management committee members (How many are men, women & youth)  

ii. Provide copies of governance instruments such as by laws, strategic plan, annual plan etc  

iii. What other factors demonstrate that effective and transparent planning and governance 

systems are in place?  

 

B. Partner presentations on Friday 11th Nov. 2016   

We propose that each project partner prepares a self evaluation on milestones to date and shares by 

5thNov. Suggested areas:  

1. FOSEK or 4S@Scale results  

i. Achievements by result areas/objectives indicators 

ii. Good practices adopted/adapted  

iii. Challenges encountered in the programme 

iv. Lessons based on the objectives and learning questions  

v. Proposed way forward  

Annex 5: Field Study Guided Questionnaire  
 

JLP Objectives   

1) Learn and reflect on results, challenges and solutions of FOSEK & 4S@Scale programs 
2) Document lessons and establish how they can be utilized in FOSEK & 4S@Scale and other 

initiatives 
3) Engage local stakeholders and create synergy with other programs  
4) Strengthen partnerships among implementing partners  

 
Expected Outcome 

1. Participants draw lessons from the two coops and farm visits on how the two projects are 
being implemented 

2. Identify key lessons which can be utilized to enhance viability, resilience, youth and gender 
empowerment in the coffee sector. 
 

Field Research Guide Questions: Please use the questions below as a guide:  

A. co-op/wet mill level questions  
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 Thematic area/questions Findings  

1 What has been the trend of coffee production in your 

catchment area for last three years? What can you 

attribute to this trend? 

 

2 Is there any improvement in quality of coffee beans for 
last three years(Give  the % change in grades sold) 

 

3 Which are the key areas of interventions you are offering 
smallholder farmers to ensure that Coffee remains a 
profitable venture to them? 

 

4 How do you access accurate and useful information on 
coffee market? 

 

5 What were the market related problems you faced in 
2016 (E.g.  side selling, poor quality) 

 

6 How many members of your cooperative have installed 
biogas digesters?  

 

7 How many youths are directly involved in the various 
aspects of coffee management e.g. spraying, pruning, 
harvesting, curing plant, transport, etc  

 

8 Of your total membership what is the % of women and 
youth owning coffee trees? 

 

9 What measures are in place to increase the number of 
women and youth in your  coop 

 

10 How many youth and women sit in the coop 
management? Do you plan to change this? 

 

 

B. Farmer level research questions  

No. Thematic Area & learning questions  Findings  

1 Viability  

1.1 What is the acreage (Acres) of your farm? How are you 
utilizing it? 

Understand the on-farm enterprises 

1.2. What are your three main sources of income (list them 
in order of income per year) 

 

1.3 What are the total number of coffee trees and cows on 
your farm? 

 

1.4  What was the production(kgs) of your coffee in 2014, 
2015 and 2016 

 

1.5 What are your coffee production costs and income? 
How much was your profit  

 

1.6 Do you consider your coffee growing a profitable 
business? Why or why not? 

 

1.7 What do you think needs to be done to make coffee 
more profitable? 
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1.8 Comparing the profitability of your 3 major farm 
enterprises, which one is more profitable? Give data  

 

1.9 Tell us about the price of different coffee bean grades in 
your area? 

 

 

2 Resilience  

2.1 Have you improved your farming income in last 2 years?  
If yes, how did you do it? If not, what was the problem 

(E.g. GAPs, CSA, access  to finance, 
inputs, new markets, value 
addition, diversification) 

2.2  How long do you wait to be paid after delivering your 
coffee to the factory? Where do you get money to pay for 
needs during this period? 

 

2.3 Are you involved in bargaining for prices, period of 
payments, payment mode, coop services offered? 

 

2.4 How do you finance your fertilizers, pay for pruning, 
wedding and  harvesting  

 

2.5 How do you take your coffee to the factory?  

2.6 Do you consider your household to be food secure? If 
yes, what factors contributed?  

 

2.7 Is your coffee farm certified? Which certification? (Global, 
regional) 

 

2.8 Have you had challenges meeting your certification 
standards  

 

2.9 What other factors have affected your yields, quality  

2.10 What risk do your farming activities face? How do you 
manage these? 

 

2.11 In 2016, how did you benefit from FOSEK/4S@Scale 
partnership  

 

2.12 In 2016, what support did you get from County 
Government 

 

   

3 Women Economic Empowerment  Findings  

3.1 Do you own the land you are farming? (Type of 
ownership, leased, inheritance, purchased, renting, 
gift/donation,  family land) 

 

3.2 Other than coffee what other farming enterprises do you 
have?  

 

3.3 What benefits can you attribute to the FOSEK/4S@SCALE 
Program? 

 

3.4 Have you installed a bio digester? If yes, what benefits 
did you get? How do you use the savings? 

Firewood/charcoal saving when 
using biogas (Kgs/Kshs) 

3.6 If not, have you heard about it? Why have you not 
installed one? 
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3.7 What benefits can you attribute to you coffee farming 
business? 

 

3.8 Do you contribute to the decision making of your 
household? E.g. how to use farming income   

 

3.9 How else did programme activities (FOSEK/4S@Scale) 
contribute to improving the living standards of your 
household  

(types of training, saving, access to loans etc) 

   

4 Youth Economic Empowerment   

4.1 How many coffee trees do you have?  

4.2. Do you own the land you are farming? How did you 
acquire it?(Family land, inheritance, leasing, renting, 
purchase, gift/donation) 

 

4.3 How have you diversified & improved your income?   

4.4 How has the programme contributed to you farming 
success? 

 

4.5 How are youth sharing coffee benefits from their family 
farm? 

 

4.6 How did program activities contribute to youth 
involvement in household decision making? 

 

4.7 How did programme activities (FOSEK/4S@Scale) 
contribute to improving the conditions and benefits of 
youth?  

(types of training, saving, access to loans etc) 

4.8 How is the County Government support youth 
empowerment?  

 

 


